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Photography and recording are strictly prohibited 
during performances. Our great acoustic means that 
even slight sounds can seem much louder. If you 
could help us to minimise unnecessary noise levels 
that may be disturbing to other patrons, such as 
crackling sweet wrappers, we’d really appreciate it. 

If you are suffering from a cough or cold, feel free 
to ask one of our Customer Experience Team 
members to reseat you close to the doors in case 
you need to leave the hall.

Stefan Geiger conductor 

Royal Northern Sinfonia

City Lights (1931)

Royal Northern Sinfonia, orchestra of Sage Gateshead, is 
the UK’s only full-time chamber orchestra. Founded in 1958, 
RNS has built a worldwide reputation for the North East 
through the quality of its music-making and the immediacy 
of the connections the musicians make with audiences.

The orchestra regularly flies the flag for the region at major 
festivals, including the BBC Proms, most recently performing 
in the BBC Proms at Sage Gateshead: Folk Connections 
– the first evening Prom performed outside of London. 
They appear frequently at venues and festivals in Europe, 
including La folle journée in Nantes. In recent seasons they 
have toured to Vienna, Budapest, Istanbul and Tokyo.

RNS has worked with many international conductors 
and soloists including Christian Tetzlaff, Sir Roger 
Norrington, Paul McCreesh, Jess Gillam, Nicholas 
McGegan, Mahan Esfahani, Viktoria Mullova and 
Jessica Cottis, and also collaborated with leading 
popular voices such as Sting, Ben Folds, John Grant, 
Mercury Rev, Field Music and Maxïmo Park.

RNS has commissioned new music by David 
Lang, John Casken, Tansy Davies, Errollyn Wallen 
and James Weeks amongst others, and runs an 
annual Young Composers Competition.

In order to engage with the widest possible range of artists 
and audience, in 2018 RNS founded its inclusive ensemble 
RNS Moves, and also increasingly programmes accessible 
and relaxed performances throughout the season.

RNS has always been actively involved in local communities 
and in education. This season the orchestra will perform 
across the region in Kendal, Middlesbrough, Carlisle, 
Berwick and Sunderland, and will once again take their 
Christmas by Candlelight tour to regional churches. 
Musicians support young people learning musical 
instruments through Sage Gateshead’s Centre for Advance 
Training and through In Harmony Newcastle Gateshead.

Royal Northern 
Sinfonia
Dinis Sousa Principal Conductor
Thomas Zehetmair Conductor Laureate
Julian Rachlin Principal Artistic Partner
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Music for City Lights Copyright © Roy Export Company 
Ltd. and Bourne Co. except “La Violetera” © José Padilla. 
All rights reserved



Charles Chaplin remembered precisely the moment 
when, as he said, "music first entered my soul". As a 
small boy, living in poverty in Kennington, he heard 
a pair of street musicians playing "The Honeysuckle 
and the Bee" on clarinet and harmonica at Kennington 
Cross. "It was here that I first discovered music, or 
where I first learned its rare beauty, a beauty that has 
gladdened and haunted me from that moment."

His powerful response to music was closely linked to his 
comic pantomime, which was from the start marked by 
a strong rhythmical, balletic character. Music played an 
important part in the presentations of the Karno comedy 
sketch company with whom young Chaplin toured the 
vaudeville circuits before going into pictures. He recalled 
that Karno would achieve comic contrast by accompanying 
the grossest slapstick with delicate 18th century airs.

As soon as he was able to afford instruments, Chaplin 
taught himself to play the violin and 'cello, and spent hours 
improvising on piano and organ. In 1916 he published 
three songs of his own composition. Later he wrote and 
published theme songs for The Kid, The Idle Class and The 
Gold Rush. In the silent period it was usual to commission 
professional arrangers to compile suitable accompaniments 
for films from published music: these were then performed 
live by whatever instrumental combinations each 
cinema could afford. There is every indication however 
that as early as A Woman of Paris (1923) Chaplin was 
involving himself closely in the musical preparation.

In his autobiography, Chaplin wrote:

"One happy thing about sound was that I could control 
the music, so I composed my own. I tried to compose 
elegant and romantic music to frame my comedies in 
contrast to the tramp character, for elegant music gave my 
comedies an emotional dimension. Musical arrangers rarely 
understood this. They wanted the music to be funny. But I 
would explain that I wanted no competition, I wanted the 
music to be a counterpoint of grave and charm, to express 
sentiment, without which, as Hazlitt says, a work of art is 
incomplete. Sometimes a musician would get pompous 
with me and talk of the restricted intervals of the chromatic 
and the diatonic scale, and I would cut him short with a 
layman's remark; “Whatever the melody is, the rest is just a 
vamp.”  After putting music to one or two pictures I began 
to look at a conductor's score with a professional eye and 
to know whether a composition was over-orchestrated 
or not. If I saw a lot of notes in the brass and woodwind 
section, I would say: “That's too black in the brass”, or “too 
busy in the woodwinds.” Nothing is more adventurous 
and exciting than to hear the tunes one has composed 
played for the first time by a fifty piece orchestra."

The Music of Charlie Chaplin

Though Chaplin resisted including dialogue in films for 
some years after the introduction of sound, nevertheless 
the advent of sound enabled him to compose music 
for  City Lights and release the film in 1931 with a 
complete synchronised score to enhance the images.

Each score was written with the help of a musical arranger, 
as Chaplin knew exactly what he wanted to hear in terms 
of instrumentation, notes and rhythm, without having 
the ability to write it down. In relation to the score of 
City Lights, Chaplin modestly explained: "I really didn't 
write it down, I la-laed and Arthur Johnston wrote it 
down (...) It is all simple music, you know, in keeping with 
my character."  However an article by Meredith Willson 
(music arranger for The Great Dictator) in the New York 
Herald Tribune (October 27th 1940) reveals that Chaplin’s 
contribution to the music writing was somewhat more 
than simply humming a tune and leaving the arrangers 
to write the music: "I have never met a man who devoted 
himself so completely to the ideal of perfection as CC. 
(...) I was constantly amazed at his attention to details, his 
feeling for the exact musical phrase or tempo to express 
the mood he wanted... Always he is seeking to ferret out 
every false note however minor from film or music"

The original scores and parts needed extensive restoration 
in order to be available for modern day orchestras to 
perform at live screenings. Some parts were missing 
and had to be re-written, for others alterations to 
notation and instrumentation had been made at the 
last minute during recording and not been marked on 
the scores;  painstaking comparison of the soundtrack 
on the film and the written scores took months.
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The Orchestra
First Violin
Eva Thorarinsdottir
Kyra Humphreys 
The Christine Swales Chair
Iona Brown 
The Voigt Chair
Jane Nossek 
The Anonymous Chair
Sarah Roberts 
The Paula Cowley Chair
Liz Rossi
Jessica Graham
Gongbo Jiang

Second Violin
Eva Aronian
The Bucknill Chair
Sophie Appleton
The Hutton Chair
Alanna Tonetti-Tieppo
Jenny Chang 
The BA Summers Chair
Ed McCullagh
Stephen Payne

Viola
Malcolm Critten 
The Merle Rewcastle Chair
James Slater
The Rose Hajek Chair
Tegwen Jones 
The Skews Family Chair
Chrissie Slater

Cello
Daniel Hammersley 
The Freeman Chair
James Craig 
The Barnabas Chair
Gabriel Waite 
The Manning Chair
Gemma Kost

Double Bass
Philip Nelson
The Anonymous Chair
Siân Hicks
The June and Vic 
Middleton Chair

Flute
Helena Gourd

Oboe
Vanessa Howells

Clarinet
Cristina Mateo
Jessica Lee
The Bragg Family Chairs
Stuart Eminson

Bassoon
Stephen Reay 
The Pyman Family Chair 

Saxophone
Rob Buckland
Dom Childs
Anthony Brown

Horn
Peter Francomb 
The Friends of Royal 
Northern Sinfonia Chair
Jonathan Quaintrell-Evans
The Richardson Family Chair

Trumpet
Chris Avison 
Marion Craig 
The Norris Chair
Richard Martin

Trombone
Emily White
Ian Sankey

Principal Partners support 
the work of Royal Northern 
Sinfonia through an 
association with one of 
the orchestra’s Section 
Leaders, Principal or 
Sub-Principal Chairs. 

If you would like more 
information, please 
contact Natalie Heath, 
Development Manager on 
0191 443 5038.
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Tuba
Pete Cowlishaw

Percussion
Alasdair Kelly
Emma Crossley

Harp
Elinor Nicholson

Piano
Ian Buckle

Banjo/Guitar
Steve Willingham



Join our family 
of supporters 
and help us 
improve lives 
through music
The Covid-19 pandemic created an 
ongoing financial emergency for 
Sage Gateshead. In 2020/21 80% of 
our income was affected, and we 
had to adapt our organisation. We’ve 
weathered the storm thanks to the 
support of many generous people 
and organisations, and the investment 
from Arts Council England and DCMS. 
Our Crisis, Recovery and Renaissance 
campaign has already raised £2 
million. Our sincerest thanks to you all.
 
We are passionate about live music 
and music-making, because every 
day, we see the positive impact it 
has on the lives of people in the 
North East.
 
Our recovery, and the recovery of 
music-making, remains fragile 
and uncertain.
 
Can you help us raise £1 million 
to continue improving lives 
through music?

If you’d like to help Sage 
Gateshead, please donate 
online at sagegateshead.com/
fundraisingcampaign 
or get in touch with 
Natalie.Heath@sagegateshead.com.

Public Funding

Trust and Foundation 
Supporters

Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation
The Austin and Hope Pilkington Trust
The Barbour Foundation
Community Foundation Tyne & Wear
The D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Garfield Weston Foundation
Hadrian Trust
The Harrison-Frank Family Foundation
Harold Hyam Wyngate Foundation
The John Horseman Trust

North Music Trust is 
a registered charity 
(No. 1087445). 

Platinum Corporate Partners

Bronze Corporate Partners 
Pioneer Foodservice, Adkins and Cheurfi, Northern Elevator, Isis Property 
Services, OPUS Building Services, Solution Group, Zerolight

Gold Corporate Partners

We want to sincerely thank our 
Founding Patrons, Founding 
Endowment Donors, Principal 
Partners, RNS Supporters, Friends 
of RNS, Sage Circle members and 
Sage Supporters as well as all our 
Sage Gateshead Ambassadors, 
Champions, Promoters, Advocates, 
Affiliates and Associates and 
everybody who has supported 
our 2020-23 Crisis, Recovery and 
Renaissance campaign through 
ticket top-ups and donations.

Silver Corporate Partners

The Kavli Trust
Netherton Park Trust
The Percy Hedley 1990 Charitable Trust
PRS for Music Foundation
The Shears Foundation
Sir James Knott Trust
Swire Charitable Trust
St Nicholas’ Educational Trust
Vardy Foundation
The W. A. Handley Charity Trust
Youth Music



Future Concerts 
Join us for more great music with Royal Northern Sinfonia 
and visiting artists this season. More concerts are being 
announced regularly, so keep an eye out for updates.

Book Now at sagegateshead.com

Newcastle International Chamber 
Music Series: London Bridge Piano Trio

Saturday 1 April
7.30pm | Sage Two

Monteverdi Choir and English Baroque 
Soloists: Bach B Minor Mass

Thursday 6 April
7.30pm | Sage One

RNS: Benedetti, Grosvenor 
& Kanneh-Mason

Saturday 15 April
3pm | Sage One

RNS: Dame Sarah Connolly 
Sings Mahler

Friday 28 April
7.30pm | Sage One

RNS Plays Star Wars: 
May The 4th Be With You

Thursday 4 May
7.30pm | Sage One


